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Here we show how it is possible to make estimates of brain structure based on MEG data. We do this by
reconstructing functional estimates onto distorted cortical manifolds parameterised in terms of their spherical
harmonics. We demonstrate that both empirical and simulated MEG data give rise to consistent and plausible
anatomical estimates. Importantly, the estimation of structure from MEG data can be quantiﬁed in terms of
millimetres from the true brain structure. We show, for simulated data, that the functional assumptions which are
closer to the functional ground-truth give rise to anatomical estimates that are closer to the true anatomy.Introduction
Imaging brain structure and electrophysiology is typically a two-stage
process. Structure is estimated from a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scan whereas function is derived from magneto- or electro-
encephalographic (MEG/EEG) data. MEG/EEG data are desirable as
they are passive (no energy passes into the subject) and non-invasive
measurements of neuronal current ﬂow with high temporal resolution
(millisecond). The estimation of cortical current ﬂow underlying the
MEG/EEG signal is however an ill-posed problem because the solutions
are non-unique –meaning that many different current distributions could
explain the same MEG/EEG data equally well. For the remainder of this
paper we restrict our discussion to the MEG case.
One common way to reduce the set of allowable solutions is to
constrain current ﬂow to lie on the subject's cortical grey matter surface
derived from MRI (Dale and Sereno, 1993). This model is used to esti-
mate the location and time-series of the sources of neural activity by
solving an inverse problem (Fig. 1(a)). As the problem is ill-posed,
additional functional assumptions (or priors) are necessary. These func-
tional assumptions generally take the form of a minimum energy
constraint in addition to a constraint on the underlying source covariance
structure (Mosher et al., 2003; Friston et al., 2008b; Wipf and Nagarajan,
2009). For example, the minimum norm algorithm (H€am€al€ainen and
Ilmoniemi, 1994) is characterized by a diagonal source covariance ma-
trix; LORETA (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994) has a source covariance
matrix with a broader diagonal structure reﬂecting an intrinsically
smooth distribution of the cortical surface, and certain algorithms –suchJune 2017; Accepted 21 June 2017
er Inc. This is an open access articleas Multiple sparse priors (MSP), create this covariance structure through
the superposition of sparse, but locally smooth, patches of cortex (Friston
et al., 2007) (see Baillet et al. (2001); Wipf and Nagarajan (2009) and
Henson et al. (2011) for overviews of the ﬁeld).
Here we turn this approach around and ask which is the most likely
cortical surface given the MEG data and a speciﬁc set of functional priors.
We do this by searching over a space of possible cortical surfaces para-
meterised in terms of spherical harmonics: higher harmonics describing
ﬁner spatial structure (Chung et al., 2007). In previous work (Stevenson
et al., 2014), we showed that the ability to discriminate distorted from
true anatomy (by removing higher harmonics) could be used as a metric
of spatial accuracy for source reconstruction. In this work we use the
harmonic structure to deﬁne a space of brain shapes, each containing the
same amount of spatial detail, and use the MEG data select the most
appropriate anatomy. We take advantage of the considerable natural co-
variation of these harmonics by using a library of cortical surfaces, and
decomposing the ensuing basis functions into an orthogonal set of fea-
tures using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This space is deﬁned
based on a library of normal brains. Within each harmonic order, we can
deﬁne a canonical vector that describes the direction of most of the
variability over the library of brains. In this work we take two such ca-
nonical vectors from two different harmonic orders in order to create a
two-dimensional space of brain surfaces (this coordinate frame is arbi-
trary -see discussion). This considerably reduces (or effectively regular-
izes) the complexity of the problem to fewer features than brains in the
dictionary.
There are two main themes to this paper. The ﬁrst is to show that it isunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Fig. 1. (a) Shows a one-many mapping for different task data. For any task (or period of time) i the same MEG data (B) can be described by more than one current distribution (J). The
current distribution that is estimated depends on prior functional assumptions (1 or 2, which could correspond to minimum norm and beamformer for example). At a different time (or
task) iþ 1, new MEG data can be explained by another quite distinct set of possible current distributions. (b) Shows the many-one mapping one should expect from estimating anatomy. In
this case although there will be many different possible anatomical structures which could underlie any one set of measurements Bi, this set of structures must be close to the set explaining
the data at time Biþ1. Indeed, as more MEG data is recorded, the space of anatomy that could explain all of the data gets smaller and smaller. As the anatomy is contingent on reasonable
functional priors, only the correct functional assumptions (and forward models) will lead us to the true anatomy.
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on MEG data. The second, is to show how such anatomical estimates can
be used to reﬁne the search for optimal functional priors. Speciﬁcally, in
MEG we have very little ground truth (whole-brain electrophysiological
recordings) to which to compare our functional estimates, in addition
every new task gives rise to a different functional estimate (Fig. 1(a)). In
contrast however, all functional task data derive from the same anatomy
–we predict that ideal set of functional assumptions would deliver
anatomical estimates that continue to improve as more tasks are stud-
ied (Fig. 1(b)).
The paper proceeds as follows. We introduce the space of anatomy
and the Bayesian formalism behind the approach. We demonstrate how,
given an appropriate basis set of cortical anatomies, it is possible to use
MEG data to estimate individual cortical structure. We show how this
estimate is robust across recording runs. We show how the Free energy or
model evidence for each candidate surface supporting the MEG data
covaries with the distance of that candidate surface to the subject's true
anatomy (unknown to the algorithm). We show that such anatomical
estimates are robust for real and simulated data. Importantly, we also
show that the estimation of the correct (or closest anatomy to that
extracted from a structural MRI scan) anatomy is contingent on the
choice of appropriate functional prior.
Methods
The guiding assumption (backed up by previous studies: (Lopez et al.,
2012; Stevenson et al., 2014; Martínez-Vargas et al., 2016; Troebinger
et al., 2015; Meyer et al., 2017)) is that a generative model of the MEG
data based on a cortical surface different from the one generating the
data will typically have a higher model complexity as measured by the
model evidence. We have access to this relative decrease in the model
evidence as approximated by negative variational Free energy (Friston
et al., 2007; Lopez et al., 2014). We ﬁrst detail how the space of cortical
surfaces is formed based on anatomy from many subjects, and then go on
to describe how it is then possible to score anatomical models, within this
space, for any single subject MEG data.Fourier spherical harmonic representation of the cortical surface
The cortical surface can be decomposed into an orthogonal basis set of
spherical harmonic components expressed as a weighted linear combi-
nation of Fourier coefﬁcients. Pial surface meshes can be extracted from a
structural MRI (sMRI) using FreeSurfer (Fischl, 2012) software package,
and a weighted Fourier series (WFS) representation can be computed as
in Chung et al. (2008). This weighted Fourier representation begins with
an ellipsoid and progressively builds up spatial detail as the number of
spherical harmonics (degree) is increased. For a surface of degree c there481are a total of ðcþ 1Þ2 Fourier coefﬁcients to estimate for each of the axes
per hemisphere (Chung et al., 2008).
A set of up to Nb ¼ 27 brains acquired with sMRI were used to
generate the library of candidate brains. Each cortical surface was down-
sampled to a set of Nd ¼ 21;401 vertices. The WFS representation was
generated with a degree of c ¼ 20 which, based on past experience
(Lopez et al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2014), is the point at (or just
beyond) which the Free energy of current estimates on these surfaces
begins to saturate. This gave a vector of Fourier components per har-
monic order per subject describing the cortical surface at a speciﬁc
spatial scale.
In order to demonstrate proof-of-principle we choose to modulate
brain shape in two dimensions by perturbing two arbitrary (see discus-
sion) harmonic orders (the 6th and 9th). We did this by taking the ﬁrst
eigenmode of variation over the Fourier coefﬁcients within this order
(mean corrected), and then stepping along this vector by multiples of the
standard deviation over subjects.Model reduction with SVD
The estimation of the 2646 coefﬁcients (6ðcþ 1Þ2 with c ¼ 20)
describing the fully parameterised surface fromMEG data alone would be
challenging. Here we make two simpliﬁcations: (i) we select just two
spherical harmonic degrees as dimensions along which to optimize, and
(ii) within each degree we work only along the principal eigenmode of
parameter variation.
For each harmonic order j there will be ð2j 1Þ Fourier coefﬁcients
for each of 3 dimensions ðx; y; zÞ over two hemispheres, i.e., in total Nw ¼
6ð2j 1Þ coefﬁcients per subject. These can be concatenated over Nb
subjects into a matrix Gj 2 <NbNw . So that for example, G1 contains a list
of the mean locations of each subject's hemisphere, G2 describes the best
ﬁtting ellipsoids to these hemispheres, and as j increases Gj corresponds
to the coefﬁcients adding increasingly ﬁne spatial detail.
For each order j, we ﬁrst remove the mean from each row (or subject):
bG ¼ G G (1)
with G 2 <1Nw a vector with the mean of each coefﬁcient over subjects.
We then extract the ﬁrst eigenmode describing the variation of co-
efﬁcients (within this harmonic degree) over subjects: bGT bG ¼ USVT ,
with ð⋅ÞT the transpose operator. Now move the new coefﬁcients along
the dominant eigenmode U⋅;1, with sub-index ð⋅; 1Þ indicating the ﬁrst
column of matrix U; in steps of size δ scaled by the eigenvalue magnitudeﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S1;1
p
, where s ¼ δ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃS1;1p is a fractional step of the dominant eigenvalue.
Here we use δ ¼ f2;1;0;1; 2g as a coarse scale, and δ ¼
f2;1:5;…;2g as a ﬁne one.
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order X 2 <1Nw :
X ¼ SUð⋅;1Þ þ G (2)
As all brains were created by expanding the same single unit sphere
(using different sets of Fourier coefﬁcients) we were able to quantify the
physical distance between any two brains as the mean Euclidean distance
between vertex pairs (where each vertex shares the same index on the
two different meshes). This method is symmetric and unbiased but does
result in a relatively small range of values describing large variation in
brain shape (see Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2).1 https://drive.google.com/a/udea.edu.co/ﬁle/d/0B_
L4WKmGKjF9eTQzX25XRm9UTkE/view?usp¼sharing.Free energy for model selection
The use of spherical harmonics allows us to create a search space of
cortical structure (each with a different lead-ﬁeld matrix) formed with a
combination of Fourier coefﬁcients. The next step is to quantify which of
these structures most likely underlies the measured MEG data.
For a MEG dataset Y 2 <NcNt of Nc sensors and Nt time samples, the
magnitude of the neural activity J 2 <NdNt on a mesh of Nd current di-
poles distributed over the cortical surface can be represented by the
general linear model (Dale and Sereno, 1993):
Y ¼ LaJ þ ε (3)
with additive noise ε. Solving the M/EEG inverse problem gives an es-
timate bJ that is strongly dependent on the assumptions about anatomy a,
embodied in the gain (or lead-ﬁeld) matrix La (where current is assumed
to ﬂow normal to the cortical surface). The (negative variational) Free
energy (Friston et al., 2007) approximates the log of the model evidence,
F≈logðpðYÞÞ and is a trade-off between the model accuracy and
complexity (Penny, 2012).
Following the methods outlined in Lopez et al. (2012), the posterior
over source space estimates via Bayes’ rule may eliminate the de-
pendency on the anatomical model just by performing two steps:
1. Current source density J is estimated deterministically to produce the
posterior over neural activity given data and anatomical assumptions:
pðJjY ; aÞ ¼ pðY jJ; aÞpðJjaÞ
pðY jaÞ (4)
Without prior information both the likelihood and the prior over the
neural activity are proposed as multivariate normal density functions
pðY jJ; aÞ ¼ N ðY ; LaJ;QεÞ and pðJjaÞ ¼ N ðJ;0;QaÞ; with Qε and Qa the
sensor noise and source space covariances, respectively.
2. The likelihood of anatomical parameters pðYjaÞ gives the model
dependent evidence in Eq. (4). The posterior over parameters can be
computed by pooling over all anatomical models available:
pðajYÞ ¼ pðY jaÞpðaÞP
rpðY jarÞpðarÞ
(5)
for r ¼ 1;…;Na models, where the prior of each model pðarÞ is given by
the variability of the coefﬁcients within the set. In reality, this prior
would be higher for brain shapes that were more likely to occur. In this
work however, in order to demonstrate that the MEG data alone are se-
lective of the true cortical structure, the prior is uniform over all models
in the space.
For each new surface, a new lead-ﬁeld matrix La was computed with
the SPM12 software package (http://www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/), using
the Nolte Single Shell forward model (Nolte, 2003).
In this paper, we make use of the Empirical Bayes beamforming (EBB)
priors (Belardinelli et al., 2012). Brieﬂy, there is a single empirical prior
covariance matrix estimated directly from the data under beamforming482assumptions. Then, solving Eq. (4) the estimated current density bJa for
each anatomical model is computed with:
bJa ¼ QaLTa

LaQaLTa þ Qε
1
Y (6)
where Qε is the sensor level noise covariance. The optimal values of bJa
are obtained with an expectation-maximisation algorithm using Free
energy as the objective function (Friston et al., 2008b). This means that
each estimated current density bJa has an associated Free energy value Fa
(see Lopez et al. (2014) for more implementation details), which is
computed as (Friston et al., 2007):
Fa ¼ Nt2 tr

ΣYΣ1a
 Nt
2
log
Σa
 NtNc
2
logð2πÞ  1
2
bλ  υTΠbλ  υ
þ 1
2
log
ΣλΠ

(7)
where j⋅j is the matrix determinant operator, ΣY ¼ 1Nt YYT is the data
covariance, and Σa ¼ Qe þ LaQaLa is the model based covariance at
sensor level (after the expectation-maximisation optimisation). For each
estimated current density bJa, the ﬁnal Free energy value Fa is obtained
after optimising the hyperparameters λ that provide a trade-off between
the sensor noise (Qε ¼ λ1INc ) and the Beamforming prior
Qa ¼ λ2ðLTa ðYYTÞ1LaÞ1. The prior and posterior distributions of the
hyperparameters are considered Gaussian: qðλÞ ¼ Nðλ; υ;Π1Þ and pðλÞ ¼
Nðλ;bλ;ΣλÞ respectively (Friston et al., 2008b). For the speciﬁc case of
Beamformers, the relation between λ1 and λ2 is also known as the regu-
larisation parameter (Golub et al., 1979).
It is expected that the model a corresponding to the solution with
maximum Free energy will be the most probable Lopez et al. (2012).
The code for the simulations and inversions is available here.1
Materials
The task we selected for validation consisted of abductions of the
right hand index ﬁnger to an auditory cue as originally described in
Muthukumaraswamy (2011) and presented in Troebinger et al. (2014).
We recorded 8 runs of ten minutes (of approximately 145 trials each)
from a single male subject wearing a head-cast, spread over three sessions
on separate days. Brieﬂy, MEG data were collected using a 275 channel
CTF Omega system at 600 Hz sampling rate with 150 Hz anti-aliasing
ﬁlters. The cue consisted of a simple auditory tone (1 000 Hz), played
via a piezo electric device connected via plastic tubing to ear-inserts,
followed by an inter-stimulus interval of 3.4–4.5 s. Thresholded recti-
ﬁed EMG traces of the ﬁrst dorsal interosseus (FDI) were used to generate
a trigger locked to movement onset (time 0 in the plots). The trials were
baseline corrected to the 50 ms pre-movement onset period. The source
estimates were made using the EBB algorithm (Belardinelli et al., 2012)
over a [0–48] Hz bandwidth and [-300 to þ400] ms window around the
trigger based on averaged data (one average for each of the eight
recording runs). The cortical surface of subject who performed the task
was not part of the original library of brains.
Results
In Fig. 2(A) we move along two canonical vectors (within the 6th and
9th spherical harmonic components) from a 20 dimensional cortical
space. The cortical surfaces move from average ð0;0Þ to caricature brains
at the edges (two standard deviations from the mean) of the space.
Fig. 2(C) shows the MEG data due to a cued ﬁnger movement of a subject
Fig. 2. A) Two dimensional space of candidate brains corresponding to distortions in the 6th and 9th spherical harmonics by two standard deviations of normal variation. The surface at
the origin (central image) is the average brain (over subjects in anatomical database), and caricature brains develop for increasing distortions. B) Schematic of the MEG sensors measuring
magnetic ﬁeld change around the subject's head. C) Average change (over trials, from 274 sensors) in magnetic ﬁeld due to current ﬂow in the subject's cortex (taken to be an unknown
structure) time-locked to a ﬁnger movement.
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cortical current ﬂow due to this ﬁnger movement on each of the possibleFig. 3. Contour plots around the edges of the ﬁgure show the Free energy obtained by solving t
brains. All datasets (except the top right panel) give rise to a similar global maximum close to th
The centre panel shows the independently computed mean RMS error (in mm) between the
surrounding panels).
483cortical surfaces (Fig. 2(A)), and compute the Bayesian model evidence
for each reconstruction. The logic is that when the underlying anatomy ishe MEG inverse problem with eight different datasets over a grid of 81 distorted candidate
e origin (or average brain shape) showing the stability of the approach to initial conditions.
space of deformed brains and the true brain structure (which is being estimated in the
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bution is expected to be required to explain the same data.
Fig. 3 shows Free energy across the space of candidate brains for eight
datasets of the ﬁnger-abduction task. All Free energy values were ob-
tained based on beamforming priors and a dataset over a grid of 81
distorted brains (shifting harmonics 6 and 9). All results except one
(upper right in Fig. 3) had a single convex global maximum close to the
origin (or average brain shape). Themiddle plot shows the independently
calculated Root Mean Square Euclidean distance between (every vertex
in) each brain in the harmonic space and the corresponding vertex on the
participant's cortical surface (unknown to the algorithm). Note that the
algorithm had no knowledge of true brain structure and corresponding
distance metric (central plot) yet the most likely cortical surfaces (max-
ima in Free energy plots) are those close to the true brain (the distance
metric minimum). It is also noteworthy that the anatomical solution (the
peak in the Free energy function or the most likely candidate brain) is
robust across recording runs, i.e., robust to initial conditions.
Fig. 4(A) shows a condensed version of the above with the probability
of each surface given the MEG data as shown by the density map (hot
colours). Note that the most likely brain structures based on the func-
tional data (hot colours) correspond with those brain structures closest to
the true underlying anatomy (cold colours). Ideally, the functional esti-
mate of brain structure would peak at the same point as the minimum
physical distance between brain structures. It is important to note that
this subject's brain was not in the original database (and their brain is not
the ideal average brain); therefore, there is no point in this 2D space
which perfectly reconstructs the cortex (hence the distance metric never
reaches zero). In addition to this we are using just 2 dimensions to
approximate a solution to a much higher dimensional optimization
problem. The range of distances are large and compressed within a
narrow range (35–39 mm) as we were aiming for an unbiased and
symmetric distance metric. The metric is based on comparing distances
between vertices with the same indices on the initial unit sphere (which
was deformed to make all surfaces). This means that the distance metric
is conservative and very sensitive to cortical folding patterns (seeFig. 4. A) Hot colours (red/white) show the 95% posterior probability estimate of cortical st
distance from points in the true brain structure to corresponding points in each brain in the li
structure at the peak of the probability distribution in panel A); the red contour shows the 95% c
inﬂated cortical surface (from panel B) at t ¼ 72 ms post button press. D) Shows the time-course
95% conﬁdence intervals on this estimate.
484Supplementary Fig. 1 and Discussion). Supplementary Fig. 2 shows the
functional estimate of anatomy alongside the nearest-neighbour and
Hausdorf distance metrics.
Fig. 4B shows the most likely cortical structure given the MEG data
along with red-bands showing the conﬁdence interval on this anatomical
estimate. Note that we have made no a-priori bias towards reasonable
brain structures here. Importantly, as the reconstruction of anatomy is
contingent on sensible functional assumptions, we now have some con-
ﬁdence in the current ﬂow estimation shown over space (of the estimated
cortical structure) in Fig. 4(C) and over time in Fig. 4(D).Control conditions
To conﬁrm that there was no intrinsic bias in our method towards the
true cortical surface, we applied the same algorithm to the same MEG
data but ﬁltered into a band with very little physiological signal (from
100 to 200 Hz). Fig. 5(a) shows, for these noisy data, that structures
closest to the true brain (the minimum of the distance metric in Fig. 4) in
this two dimensional space become the least likely, demonstrating that
there is no intrinsic bias in our method towards plausible looking brains.
A related confound might be that the Nolte Single shell model used here
makes use of the inner skull boundary to construct the forward model
-one could argue that the method is therefore biased towards surfaces
which ﬁt within this boundary. For this reason we replaced the Nolte
model with a single sphere model (where the only anatomical informa-
tion used by the forward model is the centre of the head-approximating
sphere). Note that we get very similar dependence on anatomy for both
forward models (Fig. 5(b)) –ruling out the possibility that there are
structural clues in the forward model -but also that the Nolte model
provides a much more likely explanation showing data.
Finally we wanted to test our conjecture that functional priors that are
closer to reality will give rise to converging and more accurate structural
estimates. In order to do this we simulated multiple datasets (100 per
condition and SNR) each containing a pair of sources that were either
temporally correlated or uncorrelated at two different SNRs -20 and 0 dB.ructure based on the MEG data; cool colours (blue/purple) show the average Euclidean
brary. Panel B) shows the most likely anatomical model given the MEG data (the cortical
onﬁdence interval for this structural estimate. C) Shows estimated electrical activity on the
of this activity (extracted from MNI location -46, -16, 50 mm); the shaded region shows the
Fig. 5. Control conditions. (a) Estimate of structure (point of maximal Free energy) using very low SNR data (the data from Fig. 3, run 1, ﬁltered between 100 and 200 Hz). In this case the
plausible brain structures –close to (0,0)– are the least probable. (b) Shows the two different contour plot dimensions in 1D for the sensitivity to anatomy using either the Nolte single shell
model (as above), or a single sphere model. Note that both forward models peak at the same approximate anatomical location (but that the Nolte model is much more likely).
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correlated conditions and all source simulated on the brain structure at
the origin of our space (Fig. 2). We then made an estimate of the anatomy
from each of these datasets using an EBB (Empirical Bayes Beamformer)
algorithm (Belardinelli et al., 2012). The functional prior here is that
cortical sources are uncorrelated. Fig. 6 (a) shows the histogram of esti-
mated anatomy for the two different kinds of data –for data which does
not match the beamforming assumptions (correlated, red surface) there is
no strong preference for any anatomy, whereas for data which are
congruent with the functional priors (uncorrelated, open mesh) there is a
clear preference for the true anatomy (at the origin). For any pair of
sources, one can plot howmuch closer the anatomical estimate gets to the
truth when these sources are uncorrelated rather than correlated
(Fig. 6(b)). Note that as the SNR increases (0 dB, green circles as compared
to20 dB blue squares) there is more to be gained (i.e. larger reduction in
the error to true anatomy) from using the congruent functional priors.
Discussion
We have demonstrated that information about cortical anatomy can
be obtained from empirical electrophysiological data. Framing the MEG
inverse problem in the context of anatomy give us an unambiguous
metric (millimetres from an MRI derived surface) through which to
directly quantify the quality of any MEG source reconstruction. Tech-
nologically the approach is interesting as it makes the ﬁrst step towards aFig. 6. Anatomical reconstructions of 200 datasets (100 correlated and 100 uncorrelated sourc
Shows the histogram of the most likely anatomy when data were reconstructed using beamform
0 dB SNR. (b) Shows the (sorted) reduction in anatomical reconstruction error (in mm) when th
same location and SNR) for -20 (blue squares) and 0 dB (green circles) SNR. For example, at 0 dB
pairs were uncorrelated (congruent with the functional prior). This contrast (between approp
lower SNR.
485generation of electrophysiological scanners able to deliver both struc-
tural and functional information.
We were also able to show, in simulation, that sub-optimal functional
priors will give less accurate and more variable anatomical estimates (see
Fig. 6). Our conjecture, which remains to be proven or empirically
demonstrated, is that, as the repertoire of task data on any one subject is
increased, then the best functional assumptions will be those that lead to
the smallest (and most accurate) space of anatomy (Fig. 1).
It is important to note that there will be portions of cortex which
produce noMEGmeasurableﬁeld. Herewe take advantage of the fact that
the cortex is a continuous and smoothly varying manifold; and assume
that the less visible sections of cortex (for example the crests of gyri) can
be interpolated from neighbouring and MEG visible (for example the
walls of the sulci) cortex. It also speaks to the inclusion of othermodalities
(like) EEG to minimize the null-space (see a related approach by Hansen
et al. (2016)). It is also clear that MEG data which arise from sources that
have not been explicitly modelled (external noise or deep brain structures
which are not represented) will add noise to this process.
This work builds on the methods laid down by Henson et al. (2009)
who were the ﬁrst to use model evidence to compare between different
forward models. By demonstrating that higher model evidence (Friston
et al., 2008a; Penny, 2012; Wipf and Nagarajan, 2009) is associated with
better anatomical estimates; here we have again shown this cost function
to be extremely powerful. Critically, the monotonic relationship linking
Free energy to physical distance error expanded upon here (Fig. 3) ande pairs) simulated on the cortical surface at the origin of the space of brains (in Fig. 2). (a)
er (uncorrelated) priors for correlated (red) and uncorrelated (open mesh) source pairs at
e anatomy was reconstructed based on uncorrelated rather than correlated source pairs (at
SNR anatomical reconstruction accuracy improved in all but 15% of cases when the source
riate and inappropriate priors) in anatomical reconstruction accuracy was less marked at
J.D. Lopez et al. NeuroImage 163 (2017) 480–486elsewhere (Stevenson et al., 2014) removes the possibility that the higher
model evidence (Free energy) values reﬂect better ﬁtting of un-modelled
noise (such as heartbeat or eye-blink artefacts).
We expected the empirical noise data (Fig. 5(a)) to give rise to a ﬂat
Free energy surface (much like those observed in simulations –Fig. 6(a)),
but the anatomical estimate is very signiﬁcantly biased away from the
true anatomy. We do not fully understand this but it could be a combi-
nation of a spatially structured distribution of this noise alongside an
over-estimation (by the Free energy estimation) of the amount of signal
relative to noise in the data.
There are many ways that this work could be extended, speciﬁcally
we have used a spherical harmonic approach to deﬁne the cortical sur-
face but other parameterisations may well be better suited to this task
(Cootes and Taylor, 2004; Wang et al., 2012). Note that if the problem is
to estimate anatomy, there is a lot more information at our disposal. Here
we made the arbitrary choice of 6th and 9th harmonics. We selected
these for a tangible demonstration so as to give a range of structures
which clearly looked like brains closer to the origin but were nonsensical
away from the origin. Ideally one would optimize over all harmonics, and
the ﬁner the spatial detail (the higher the harmonic) the more difﬁcult to
reconstruct it accurately (see Stevenson et al. (2014)). Although here we
only looked at two harmonics (and hence considerably simpliﬁed this
high-dimensional optimization) we made very little use of any prior in-
formation about brain structure or its normal variation (i.e., our priors
over the space of brains were ﬂat). One could make higher dimensional
optimization scheme tractable by making use of prior distributions of
these features (pðaÞ in Eq. (5)) based on normal variation.
The distance metric we use here is topologically deﬁned -the brains
being compared share the same original spheres which are then distorted
to an individual brain shape. We then compute how far an individual
vertex in one brain hasmoved from its partner to another. Thismeans that
the metric is very sensitive to different folding patterns between brains.
Supplementary Fig. 1 shows the distribution of distances over the cortical
surface -the distances being smallest for consistent features like the cen-
tral sulcus, and largest where folding patterns differ between individuals.
Supplementary Fig. 2 shows alternative distance metrics -which might be
more appropriate for different applications. The optimization of structure
is based on the estimate of a current distribution, so there will be no
anatomical information available for regions of cortex not speciﬁcally
involved in the task (Lopez et al., 2013). Here we are constrained to a
motor task, in future one might consider data partitioning strategies
(Woolrich et al., 2013; Martínez-Vargas et al., 2016) in order to create
estimates of whole-brain anatomy based on resting state data.
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